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1. Our Concern. Fro= the day of President Kennedy's assassination on, 

there has been speculation about the responsibility for his murder. Although 
this was stemmed for a time by the Warren Commission report (which appeared at 
the end of September 1964), various writers have now had time to scan the 
Commission's published report and doauments for new pretexts for questioning, 
and there hats been a new wave cf books and artjelcs criticizing the Commission's 
findings. In most cases the critics have speeulated as to the existence of ea1e 
kind of conspiracy, and often they have implied that the Commission itself was 
involved. Presumably as a result of the increasing challenge to the Warren 
Commission's Report, a public opinion poll recently indicated that 	of the 
Amcricao public did not think that Oswald acted alone, while more than half of 
those polled thought that the Commission had left some auestions unresolved. 
Doubtless polls abroad would show similar, or possibly more adverse, results. 

2. This trend of opinion is a matter of concern to the U.S. government, 
including our organization. The members of the Warren Commission were naturally 
chosen for their integrity, experience, and prominence. They represented both 
major parties, and they and their staff were deliberately drawn from all sections 
of the country. Just because of the standing of the Commissioners, efforts to 
impugn tneir rectitude and wisdom tend to cast doubt-on the whole leadership of 
American society. Moreover, there seems to be an increasing tendency to hint 
that President Johnson himself, as the one person who might be said to have 
benefited, was in some way responsible for the assassination. Innuendo'of 
such seriousneas affects not only the individual concerned, but Also the whole 
reputation of the American government. Our organization itself is directly 
involved: among other facts, we contributed information to the investigation. 
Conspiracy theories have frequently thrown suspicion on our organization, for 
example by falsely alleging that Lee Harvey Oswald worked for us. The aim of 
this dispatch is to provide material for countering and discrediting the claims 
of the conspiracy theorists, so as to inhibit the circulation of such claims in 
other countries. Background information is supplied in a classified section and 
in a number of unclassified attachments. 

3. Action. We do not recommend that discussion of the assassination ques-
tiop be initiated where it is net already taking place. Where discussion is 
aagaea  hmweirar addressees are requested: 
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a. 'To diccess tee peblicity prehlit with lieieon and friendly elite contacts (eenerielly oolitielans end snii:ors), poinLine cut that the Warren Commission . 	nede as eeorneee an investientien henanl:, poe sible, that the charees of the critics Lee eiencies :.erious foundation, and ttel further :speculative discussion oat, eleys in:c Z..heels of tee epeositione Fenn!. net alzo that puetn of the cse:,pirece tun apeear to to e:liberately eereareeed by Communist propagandists. Urne then to use their influence to discourage unfounded and irresponsible 

b. To employ propaean.ia assets to answer and refute the attacks of the crities. ao-A reviews and feature articles are particularly appropriate for this nurzese. The unclassified attachments to this guidance should provide useul background eaterial for passage to assets. Cur play should point out, as epplicatle, that the critics are (i) oedded to theories adopted before the evidence was in, (ii) politically interested, (iii) financially interested, (iv) hesey and inaccurate in their research, or (v) infatuated with their own theories. In the course of discessizns of the whole phenomenon of criticism, a useful strategy may be to single out Epstein's theory for attack, using the attached Fletcher Knebel article and Spectator piece for background. (Although Mark Lane'e bunk ie much less conrnncing than Spsteie's and comes off badly where conteeted by enowleigeable critics, it is al.:o much more difficult to answer as a whole, Me one becomes lost in a morass of unrelated details.) 

i

h. In orivate or media discussion not directed at any particular writer, or in attacking publications which may be yet forthcoming, the following arguments I should be useful: 

a. No significant new evidence has emerged which the Commission did not consider. The assassination is sometimes compared (e.g., by Joachim Joesten and Bertrand Russell) with the Dreyfus case; however, unlike that case, the attacks on the Warren Coeeission have produced no new evidence, no new culprits have been convincingly identified, and there is no agreement among the critics. (A :better parallel, though an imperfect one, might be with the Reichstag fire of 1933, which some competent historians (Fritz Tobias, A.J.P. Taylor, D.C. Watt) now believe was set by Van der Lubbe on his own initiative, without acting for either Nazis or Communists; the Nazis tried to pin the blame on the Communists, but the latter hove been much more successful in convincing the world that the nazis were to blame.) 

b. Critics usually overvalue particular items aed ignore others. They tend to place more emphasis on the recollections of individual eyewitnesses (which are less reliable and more divergent -- and hence offer more hand-holds for criticism) and less on ballistic, autopsy, and photographic evidence. A close examination of the Commission's records will usually show that the conflicting eyewitness accounts are quoted out of context, or were discarded by the Commis-sion for good and sufficient reason. 

c. Conspiracy on the large scale often suggested would be impossible to con-ceal in the United States, esp. since informants could expect to receive large royalties, etc. Note that Robert Kennedy, Attorney General at the time and 
John F. Kennedy's brother, would be the last man to overlook or conceal any conspiracy. And as one reviewer pointed out, Congressman Gerald R. Ford would hardly have held his tongue for the sake of the Democratic administration, anti Senator Russell would have had every political interest in exposing any misdeeds on the part of Chief Justice Warren. A conspirator moreover would hardly choose a location for a shooting where so much depended on conditions beyond his con-trol: the route, the speed of the cars, the moving target, the risk that the assassin would be discovered. A group of wealthy conspirators could have arranged much more secure conditions. 

d. Critics have often been enticed by a form of intellectual pride: they 	• light on some theory and fell in love with it; they also scoff at the Commis-sion because it did not always answer every question with a flat decision one way or the other. Actually, the make-up of the Commission and its staff Gas an excellent safeguard.aeeinst over-commitment to any one theory, or against the illicit 1:74vforeatiee of prob4alities iento,w/aintiest  
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o. Oswald wo'.;ld not have been :!ny sensible person's choice for a co-ennzpirator. !:^ was a "loner," Mi42e.-Up, of questionable reliability and on unknown quantity to azy professional intelligence service. 
f. As to charges that the Commiszion's report was a rush job, it emerged three months a:ter the deadline originally set. But to the degree that the Commissiontried to speed up its reporting, this was largely due to the pressure of irrespsnsible speculation already appearing, in sons canes coming from the same critics who, refusing to admit their errors, are now putting out new criticisms. 

g. Such vague accusations as 'that "more than ten people have died mysteri-ously" can always be explained in some more natural way! e.g., the indi-viduals concerned have for the must part dio4 of natural causes; the Com-mission staff questioned 418 witnesses (the FBI interviewed far more people, conductifig 25,000 interviews and reinterviews), and in such a lerge group, a certain number of deaths are to be expected. (!.'ben Penn Jones, one of the originators of the "ten mysterious deaths" line, am-peered an television, it emerged that two of the deaths on his list were from heart attacks, one from cancer, one was from a head-no collision on a bridge, and one occurred when a driver drifted into a bridge abutment.) 
5. Where possible, counter speculation by encouraging reference to the Commission's Report itself. Open-minded foreign readers should still be impressed by the care, thoroughness, objectivity and speed with which the Com-mission worked. Reviewers of other books might be encouraged to add to their account the idea that, checking back with the Report itself, they found it far superior to the work of its critics. 
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Bacegroand Survey 0 Books Concerning 
theessaseination of President Kennedy 

1. (Except were otherwise indicated, the factual data given in .• paragraphs 1-9 is unclassified.) Sore of the authors of recent books on the assassination of President Kennedy (e.g., Joachim Joesten, Oswald: Assassin or Fall Gov; Mar..; Lane, Rush to Judment; Leo Seuvage, The Oswald 	e Affair: An Exastineticn of the Contradictions and Omissions of the Warren  Penerr) eednnblicly asserted that a conspiracy existed before the Warren eomii;:.,n finished its investigation. lot surnrisingly, they immediately bestirred themselves to show that they were right and that the Commission was wron. Thanks to the mountain of material published by the Commission, some of It conflicting or misleading when read out of context, they have had lisle difficulty in uncovering items tc substantiate their own theories. They have also in some cases obtained new and divergent testimony from wit-nesses. And they have usually failed to discuss the refutations of their early claims in the Commission's Report, Appendix XII ("Speculations and -Rumors"). This Appendix is still a good place to look for material counter-ing the theorists. 

2. Some writers appear to have been predisposed to criticism by enei-American, far-left, or Communist sympathies. The British "Who Killed Kennedy Committee" includes some of the most persistent and vocal English critics of the United States, e.g., Michel Foot, Kingsley Martin, Kenneth Tynan, and Bertrand Russell. Joachim Joesten has been puhlicly revealed as a onetime member of the German Commuinist Party (K.PD); a Gestapo document of 8 Vov,:mber 1937 among the German Foreign Ministry files microfilmed in England and now returned to West German custody shows that his party book was numbered 532315 and dated 12 May 1932. (The originals of these files are now available at the West German Foreign Ministry in Bonn; the copy in the U.S. National Archives may be found under the reference T-120, Serial 
4918, frames E256482-4. The British Public Records Office should also have 
a copy.) Joesten's American publisher, Carl Marzani, was once sentenced to jail by a federal jury for concealing his Communist Party (CPUSA) membership in order to hold a government job. Available information indicates that Mark Lane was elected Vice Chairman of the New York Council to Abolish the House Un-American Activities Committee on 28 May 1963; he also attended the 8th Congress of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers (an inter-national Communist front organization) in Budapest from 31 March to 5 April 1964, where he expounded his (pre-Report) views on the Kennedy assassination. In his acknowledgments in his book, Lane expresses special thanks to Ralph Bchoenman of London "who participated in and supported the work"; Schoenman is of course the expatriate American who has been influencing the aged Bertrand Russell in recent years. (See also para. 10 below on Communist 
efforts to replay speculation on the assassination.) 

3. Another factor has been the ftnenciul reward obtainable for sen-sational books. Mark Lane's Rush to Judgment, published on 13 August 1966, 
had sold 85,000 copies by early November and the publishers had printed 
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000 copies by that date, in anticipation of sales to core . The 
1 January 1967 ■ .e.t: 	Tieez Beak Review  reported the book as at the 
top of the Genera/ category of the best seller list, having been in top 
position for seven weeks and on the list for 17 yeas. Lane has re-
portedly appeared on about 175 television and radio programs, and has 
also given numerous public lectures, all of which serves for advertise-
ment. He has also put together a TV film, e.nd is peddling it to European 
telecasters; the BB: has purchased rights for a record $1;5,000. While 
neither Abraham Zapruder nor William Manchester should be classed with 
the cri'.i& of the Commission we are dincussing here, sums paid for the 
Zapruaer film of the assassination (:i25,000) and for maFazine rights to 
Manchester's Death of a President  (5665,000) indicate the money available 
for material related to the assassination. Some newspapermen (e.g., Sylvan 
Fox, The  Wnertavered Questions Aboet President Kennedy's Assassination;  Leo 
:.auvage, .:!1_! Oswald Affair)  have published accounts cashing in on their 
Journalistic expertise. 

LI. Aside from political and financial motives, some people have ap-
parently published accounts eileuly be-cruse they were burning_ to give the  
world their theory,  e.g., Harold Weisberg, in his Whitewash II,  Penn Jones: 
Jr., in Forgive My Grief,  and George C. Thomson in The  Quest for Truth. 
Weisberg's book was first published privately, though it is now finally 
attaining the dignity of commercial publication. Jones' volume was pub-
lished by the small-town Texas newspaper of which he is the editor, and 
Thorsscn's booklet by his own engineering firm. The impact of these books 
will probably be relatively slight, since their writers will appear to 
readers to be hysterical or paranoid. 

5. A common technique among many of the writers is to raise as nary  
questione a... possible,  while not bothering to work out all the consequences. 
Herbert Mitgang has written a parody of this approach (his questions actually 
refer to Lincoln's  assassination) in "A New Inquiry is Needed," New York  
Times Maenzine,  25 December 1966. Mark Lane in particular (who represents 
himself as Oswald's lawyer) adopts the classic defense attorney's approach 
of throwing in unrelated details so as to create in the jury's mind a sum 
of "reasonable doubt." His tendency to wander off into minor details led 
one observer to comment that whereas a good trial lawyer should have a sure 
instinct for the jugular vein, Lane's instinct vas for the capillaries. Hi: 

tactics and also his nerve were typified on the occasion when, after gettinE 
the Commission to pay his travel expenses back from England, he recounted tc 
that body a sensational (and incredible) story of a Ruby plot, while refus-
ing to name his source. Chief Justice Warren told Lane, "We have every 
reason to doubt the truthfulness of what you have heretofore told us" -- by 
the standards of legal etiquette, a very stiff rebuke for an attorney. 

6. it should be recognized, however, that another kind of criticism 
has recently emerged, represented by Edward Jay Epstein's ineuest.  Epstein 
adopts a scholarly  tone, and to the cul:lul reader, he presents what appears 
to be a more coherent, reasoned case than the writers described above. 
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Zaatein has caused people like Richard Novere and Lo
rd Devlin, orevioasly 

alekers of the Comaissicn's Report, to change their 
minds. The new York  

Tints' daily book reviewer has said that Epstein's wo
rk is a "watershed 

boak" which has nada it respectable to doubt the Com
mission's findings. 

! 	This respectability effect has been enhanced by Life 
magazine's 25 flovem- 

ber 1966 issue, which contains an assertion that the
re is a "reasonable 

doubt," as well ES a republication of frames from the Zapr
uder film (owned 

1 	by Lifel, and an interview with Governor Connally, who 
repeats his belief 

that he was not struck by the same bullet that struc
k President Kennedy. 

(Connally does hot, hawever, agree that there should
 be another investiga- 

Vp3tc.ir. himself has published a new article in the D
ecember 1966 

:a:ale of :'squire, in which he explains away objecti
ons to him book. A 

copy of an early critique of Epstein's views by Flet
cher Knebel, published 

in Look, 12 July 1966, and an unclassified, unoffici
al analysis (by 

"Spectator") are attached to this dispatch, dealing 
with specific ques-

tions raised by Epstein. 

7. Here it should be pointed out that Epstein's 
competence in research 

has been greatly exaggerated. Some illustrations are
 given in the Fletcher 

Knebel article. As a further specimen, Epstein's bao
k refers (pp. 93-5) to 

a cropped-down picture of a heavy-set man taken in M
exico City, saying that 

the Central Intelligence Agency gave it to the Feder
al Bureau of Investiga-

tion on 18 November 1963, and that the Bureau in tur
n forwarded it to its 

Dallas office. Actually, affidavits in the publishe
d Warren material (vol. 

XI, pp. L68-70) show that CIA turned the picture ove
r to the FBI on 22 No-

vember 1963. (As a matter of interest, Mark Lane
's Rush to Judgment claims 

that the photo was tarnished by CIA on tho marnina o
f 22 November; 

the fact is that the FBI flew the photo directly from
 Mexico City 

to Dallas immediately after Oswald's arrest, before 
Oswald's picture had 

been published, on the chance it might be Oswald. Th
e reason the photo was 

cropped was that the background revealed the place wh
ere it was taker..) An-

other example: where Epstein reports (p. 111) that a Secret Service inter-

view report was even withheld from the National Arch
ives, this is untrue: 

an Archives staff member told one of our officers th
at Epstein came there 

and asked for the memorandum. He was told that it w
as there, but was classi-

fied. Indeed, the Archives then notified the Secret
 Service that there had 

been a request for the document, and the Secret Ser
vice declassified it. But 

by that time, Epstein (whose preface gives the impre
ssion of prolonged archi-

val research) had chosen to finish his searches in t
he Archives, which had 

only lasted two days, and had left town. Yet Epstei
n charges that the Com-

mission was over-hasty in its work. 

8. Aside from such failures in research, Epstein
 and other intellectual 

critics show symptoms of some of the love of theoriz
ing and lack of common  

sense and cxmerience displayed by Richard H. Popkir.,
 the author of The Second  

Oswald. Because Oswald was reported to have been se
en in different places at 

the same time, a phenomenon not surprising in a sens
ational case where thou-

sands of real or alleged witnesses were interviewed,
 Popkin, a professor of 

philosophy, theorizes that there actually were two 
Osualds. At this point, 

theorizing becomes sort of logico-mathematical game,
 an exercise in permutations 
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ene coebinutions; as Cemeissien attorney Arlen Specter remarked, "Why not 

ee:ic it three.ftweles? VTey stop at
 two?" nevertheless, aaide from his 

book, Popkin has been able to publis
h a summary of his views in The new  

York Review of Boo'es, and there has b
een replay in the French ilouvcl  

ubaervetenr, in !:.oreee's nev Times, 
and in Beku's Vvshka. Poplin makes 

a sensational accusation indirectly,
 sayins that 'Western Eurnpaan 

critics" see Kennedy's assassination
 as part of a subtle conspiracy at-

tributable to ',perhaps even (in rumo
rs I have heard) Kennedy's successor.

" 

O- Berbera Gerson has made the same point in another way by 
her parody 

of 3hekeepeere's "Vecbeth" entitled 
"acilied," with what is cbviously 

President Kennedy (Ken 0 Tdenc) in th
e role of Denean, and President 

Johnton (MeeBird) in the role of Mac
beth. Mies Carson makes no effort 

to prnve her point; she merely insin
uates it. Probably the indirect form

 

of accusation is due to rear of a li
bel suit. 

9. Other books are yet to appear. Wil
liam Manchester's not-yet-

published The 'Death or a President i
s at this writing being purged of 

ceterial personally objectionable to
 Mrs. Kennedy. There are hopeful 

signs: Jacob Cohen is writing a book
 which will appear in 1967 under the 

title honest. Verdict, defending the 
Commienien report, and one of the Com

-

mission attorneys, Wesley J. Liebele
r, in also reportedly writing a book

, 

setting forth both sides. But further criticism will no doubt appea
r; as 

the Washington Post has pointed out 
editorially, the recent death of Jac

k 

Ruby will probably lead to speculati
on that he was "silenced" by a con-

spiracy. 

10. TIP! likelihood of ferLher 	
i2 enhanced by tha circum- 

stance that Communist rrovagandiett co
ts recently to )1,c4.- !Aenhed uo their  

01,71 hamoqigp  to discredit the Warr
en Commission. As already noted, Mos

cov's 

new Tines reprinted parts of an arti
cle by Richard Popkin (21 and 28 Sep

-

tember 1966 issues), and it also gav
e the Swiss edition of Joesteo's lat

est 

work an extended, laudatory review in its n
umber for 26 October. Izvestiya  

has also publicized Joesten's book i
n articles of 18 and 21 October. (In

 

view of this publicity and the Commu
nist background of Joesten and his 

Ameritan publisher, together with Jo
esten's insistence on pinning the bl

ame 

on such favorite Communist targets a
s H. L. Hunt, the FBI and CIA, there

 

seems reason to suspect that Joesten
's book and its exploitation are par

t 

of a planned Soviet propaganda opera
tion.) Tess, reporting on 

5 November 

on the deposit of autopsy photograph
s in the National Archives, said tha

t 

the refusal to give wide public 
access to them, the disappearance of

 a 

number of documents, and the mysteri
ous death of more than 10 people, al

l 

make many Americans believe Kennedy 
was killed as the result of a con- 

spiracy. 	The radio trans
mitters of Prague and Warsaw used th

e anniversary 

of the assassination to attack the W
arren report. The Bulgarian press co

n-

ducted a campaign on the subject in 
the second half of October; a Greek 

Communist newspaper, Avgi, placed th
e blame on CIA on 20 November. Signi

-

ficantly, the start of this stepped-
up campaign coincided with a Soviet 
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ntr.an: 	tht U.S. Embassy in- Eoscow stop distributing the Russian- 
lano2age tdition of the Warren report; iftwsweek  commented (12 Sttptember) 
thct the Soviets apparently "did not want mere facts to get in their 
vay." 
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